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Abstract:
Objective: The purpose of this research is to know about the danger aspects of the area of the necrotic tissue
resulting in the blockage of the arteries of supplying blood and oxygen to the brain in the patients of brain attack.
Methodology: The method of this study was descriptive. This research carried out in Mayo Hospital Lahore in
2017. The computed tomography scan proved the presence of necrotic tissues in 100 patients of brain attack. All the
patients having greater than 20 year age were selected as participants of the research. Family background about
brain attack, narrowing of arteries in body, cigarette smoking, different heart diseases and high blood pressure are
some of the dangerous factors of necrotic tissues in brain.
Results: The information collected from all the hundred participants of the research. There was at least two or more
than two dangerous factors were present in the patients for blood arteries blockage in cerebral. Most danger and
frequent danger factor was high blood pressure which was involving about fifty five percent patients. Thirty percent
patients were smokers. Different percentages were available for all the danger factors for cerebral infraction. Fifty
one percent were the men with an average age of fifty years and fort nine percent were women with an average age
of fifty three years.
Conclusions: Area of necrotic tissue in the brain due to blockage in the blood is responsible for more than eighty
percent of patients of brain attack which is a very frequent mental malfunction. It is the main cause of impairment of
the human body and it also brings miseries to the sufferers and theirs close relations as well. It increases a burden
of disability and misery for patients and their families. The danger factors of cerebral loss of its work are
controllable. So, people of society should take important steps to reduce those factors.
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INTRODUCTION:
A type of brain attack in which blood or oxygen to
some part of brain cannot send due to blockage or
narrowing of arteries and it lasts for more than one
day. It is a serious kind of mental disorder. Loss of
cerebral work is responsible for more than eighty
percent of brain attacks [1]. Brain attack is the 2nd
important cause of deaths in the world and it
responsible for more than one lakh and fifteen
thousand human deaths every year. Same amount of
human being have brain attack every year without
losing their life and fifty thousand are the victim of
disability in the result of this disorder [2]. There are
some dangerous factors which are not alterable as
civilization or society, the background of the family,
gender and race.
The dangerous aspects which are modifiable for
infraction of cerebral are high blood pressure,
different heart diseases, TIAs, cigarette smoking, the
narrowing of arteries and a lot of rest [3]. The main
purpose of this research was to know about the
dangerous aspects of cerebral failure and evaluate the
different types of the dangerous aspects which are
reducible with proper treatment and bringing
awareness through proper qualification.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The study was descriptive in nature. This research
carried out in Mayo Hospital Lahore in 2017. Ninetythree percent of the patients were from emergency
department of the hospital and remaining seven
percent were from other departments.
The steps given below were followed for the
selection of the patients in this research.
1. All the participants had their first brain attack and
they were taken to the hospital within one day after
the beginning of signs.
2. Participants having greater than twenty years of
age were selected from both genders
3. The computed tomography scan was used for the
confirmation of cerebral disorder.
The steps given below are the cause of exclusion of
the patients from this study.
1. The sufferers of brain attack who discovered with
other diseases from computed tomography scan
rather than cerebral infraction.
2. The patients who placed in extreme care and
cannot transfer from one department to other.
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Elaborated background information about the danger
aspects of cerebral disorder due to blockage of blood
and oxygen in the arteries gained. Different types of
testing carried out for medical assessment such as
B.P record and mental check-up. Electro cardiograph,
serum profile, computed topographic scan and X ray
of chest are some types of tests applied on the
participants.
There are different types of definitions of stroke
given by different origins. Stroke is a sudden mental
disorder in which the supply of the blood which
carries oxygen to each and every cell of brain stops
by some hindrance or narrowing of the blood vessels.
The computed topographic scan was in use to
discover the cerebral infarction for the very first time.
It is an area of necrotic tissues in the brain resulting
from blockage and narrowing in the arteries
supplying blood and oxygen to the brain. There are
many danger aspects which are modifiable to reduce
this disorder. Hypertension is the result of drugs
taken by the patients or some other reasons. This
occurs when B.P is greater than one hundred and
sixty millimetres of mercury in upper value and
greater than ninety millimetres of mercury in lower
value. It is most common type of the risk factor for
cerebral infarction. FBS analysis carried out to know
about diabetes in the patients. Dyslipidaemia
assessment carried out with increasing the cholesterol
and triglycerides values. IHD checked when Q waves
alter in electro cardiograph with a severe chest pain in
the past or at the current moment. Fatness, cigarette
smoking, and family background about this disorder
are some of other dangerous aspects of this disorder.
RESULTS:
In this research, documentation of hundred patients of
having necrotic tissue in the brain carried out. Males
were from twenty one to seventy eight years of age
and women were twenty four to seventy eight year of
age. The average age of the males was fifty years and
average age of females was fifty three years. The
most of the patients who got stroke were more than
sixty years old in both genders. All the patients have
at least two dangerous factors as mentioned in TableI. The most frequent dangerous aspect was high
blood pressure or hypertension. Hypertension was
available as main reason in more than fifty five
percent patients. Thirty percent patients were
smokers and they were using more than 20 cigarettes
per day from last sixteen years. Twenty six percent
patients were suffering of diabetes.
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Table-I: Frequency of risk factors of cerebral infarction in stroke patients
No. of risk factors
No. of patients (N=100)

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

19

23

37

15

6

Frequency of Risk Factors in CI Patients

6
15

19

23
37

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Different types of risk factors were available with different percentages of patients as mentioned in Table-2. Most of
the sufferers were from poor class. The mean admission tenure of the patients was not more than ten days. About
ninety percent of our discharge patients were healthy enough to perform normal routine activities.

Risk
Factors
No. of
patient
s

Table-II: Frequency of risk factors of cerebral infarction in stroke patients (N = 100)
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DISCUSSION:
The danger of the brain attack increases with an
increase in age [4] and the average age in this
research including both genders was fifty one point
five years. Sacco RL reported mean age of seventy
years for brain attack which was much greater than
our research [5]. Akher reported average age of fifty
three years which was closer to our report [6]. The
poor education, ignorance and free hand to the
dangerous aspects are the cause of cerebral disorder
in Pakistan. Most celebrated age for this disease was
the seventh decade of life for both genders. Al-Rajeh
reported the same age prone for this disorder [7].
Hypertension is the most common danger factor in
our study. There were fifty five percent patients of
hypertension as mentioned by Ali-L [8] and Al-Rajeh
[7].
With the control of high blood pressure or
hypertension, we can control thirty eight percent of
the brain attacks [13]. Diabetes is another important
risk aspect of the cerebral disorder after hypertension
[14]. This research proved that twenty six percent
patients of cerebral disorder were the victim of
diabetes. It was much higher than discovered by
Qureshi. There are different percentages mentioned in
different studies for diabetes [16]. Smoking is another
important risk factor. This risk depends upon the
quantity of cigarettes used in one day [17]. The
percentages of the patients were different for different
risk factors as mentioned in the Tables.
Thirty four percent patients were suffering of IHD
and Al-Rajeh discovered the amount very near to it
(thirty three percent). All the patients were young and
had narrowing or blockage of mitral veins. In our
study, twenty two percent patients discovered with
narrowing of carotid artery which caused the
blockage of blood and oxygen to the cells. Chang YJ
almost discovered the same value [24]. The extra
work carried out with hand at work place enlarges the
dangerous aspects for cerebral disorder [25]. The less
active people are fatty and they are also the best
victim for the ischemic brain attack. Twelve percent
patients have the family background for the brain
attack and it was a little bit higher as compared to the
other studies performed in the same field [26].
CONCLUSION:
More than eighty percent patients of brain attack are
the result of cerebral malfunctioning. It is very
common mental disability. The proper qualification
of the sufferers can modify the main dangerous
aspects. The main danger factors of cerebral
malfunctioning are high blood pressure, different
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coronary diseases and a lot of rest.
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